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SUMMARY

Bromine is attractive for next-generation energy-storage systems
because of its high capacity and natural abundance. However,
because of issues relating to self-discharging processes, prototypes
involving bromide/bromine redox couples are largely limited to the
design of flow cells. Here we propose a method to exploit bromine
redox chemistry and demonstrate the feasibility of mitigating ion
depletion in a stationary device. A cell using polyaniline vapor-
grown carbon fiber (PANI-VGCF) as the electrode material exhibits
close to 100% Coulombic efficiency at a low current density
(50 mA/g). Electrochemical results, operando Raman spectroscopy,
and theoretical analysis provide clues that the strong interaction be-
tween protonated PANI and Br�/ Br3

� makes their decoupling unfa-
vorable, thereby suppressing self-discharge processes. This strat-
egy could be utilized for rational design of other conjugated
materials/bromine systems without self-discharge issues.

INTRODUCTION

The intermittence of electricity generated by solar panels or wind plants as well as

the burgeoning market for electric vehicles requires development of high-perfor-

mance energy storage systems (ESSs) to better match supply with demand. In recent

years, discovering novel materials that could tap into the capacity delivered by anion

redox reactions has been regarded as a promising way of developing next-genera-

tion ESSs.1–3 For instance, lithium-rich materials have regained the spotlight over the

past decade.4,5 The contribution of oxygen redox reactions in these materials can

deliver higher capacities, but changes in crystal lattices induced by O-O stretching

usually lead to inferior cycling stability.6,7 Another strategy in which anion redox re-

actions are being used is electrolyte-enhanced supercapacitors and various redox-

flow batteries.8–14 A range of prototypes using oxygen, sulfur, and halogens as

redox-active elements to store energy have been proposed for organic and aqueous

systems.15–17 In these systems, capacities are no longer limited by spaces in crystal

lattices that cathode materials could provide. Instead, redox couples in the electro-

lyte determine the majority of the electrochemical properties, meaning that the ca-

pacities of such systems can be increased by increasing the concentration or quantity

of electrolyte solution.

However, wherever those redox couples are stored, electrochemical reactions take

place on the electrode-electrolyte interfaces where electron transfer takes place.

Therefore, to achieve high capacity, using flowing catholytes is typical (for example,

in Li-I2, Li-Br2, or Zn-Br2 batteries and other systems) to increase the number of
Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100620, November 17, 2021 ª 2021
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redox-active species in contact with the electrode over a period of time.18–23 A crit-

ical challenge for these systems is the problem of self-discharge, which usually re-

sults in low Coulombic efficiency. For instance, upon anodic processes in Br systems,

Br� ions lose electrons to form Br2 molecules, which then combine with additional

Br� ions in the electrolyte and form polybromides, such as Br3
� and Br5

�.24 Because
these species are soluble in the electrolyte, their diffusion from the electrolyte-elec-

trode interface into the bulk electrolyte is thermodynamically favorable, driven by

concentration differences. So far, several tactics have been proposed to mitigate

self-discharge of Br systems. First, because larger surface areas could provide

more sites to accommodate reaction products, porous electrodes have been used

widely to increase the liquid-solid interfaces.25,26 Upon precisely tuning the pore

size, some porous carbons could entrap oxidized species and largely prevent self-

discharge.27 Heteroatom doping has also been shown to be effective in increasing

adsorption between porous electrode and redox-active species, suppressing their

crossover.28–31

In this work, we demonstrate a new strategy to mitigate self-discharge in a non-flow-

ing bromine system. Via use of a redox-active polyaniline electrode coating, oppo-

sitely charged surface sites are generated in situ during the charging process that

capture oxidized polybromides on the electrode surface and suppress their diffusion

into the electrolyte. This approach results in an impressive Coulombic efficiency of

close to 100%when a low current density of 50mA/g is used. On the basis of electro-

chemical experiments, operando Raman spectroscopy, and theoretical calculations,

we propose that the increasing interaction between oxidized polyaniline (PANI) and

Br�/ Br3
� makes their decoupling difficult, which, in turn, suppresses harmful self-

discharge processes.

RESULTS

Preparation and characterization of the PANI-vapor-grown carbon fiber

(VGCF)

The PANI-VGCF was prepared via two-step activation of the VGCF and in situ poly-

merization of aniline (see details in the Supplemental experimental procedures). In

short, to create a suitable surface for aniline adsorption and its uniform polymeriza-

tion, the pristine VGCF was first treated by CuCl2 and activated in H2SO4, producing

materials referred to here as porous VGCF and activated VGCF, respectively. CuCl2
has been shown to be a moderate activation agent to create porous tunnels in

biomass materials without destroying their main structures.32 Acid activation is a

widely used method to introduce -OH/-COOH groups on carbon surfaces, helpful

for ion/molecule accumulation and crystal nucleation.33 According to X-ray diffrac-

tion (XRD) patterns (Figure 1A), the peak at 26� two-theta (l= 1.54 Å), corresponding

to the (002) plane in graphic matrix, is well maintained after CuCl2 treatment.34

Gaussian fitting results show that the full width at half maxima (FWHM) of the (002)

peak in XRD patterns increases from 0.443(7)� to 0.750(6)� after H2SO4 treatment,

which, together with the increasing ID/ IG ratio in Raman spectra, indicates increased

disorder of the graphite structure in the activated VGCF (Figure 1B; Figure S1; Table

S1). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images reveal that the porous VGCF

generally inherits the shape of the pristine VGCF, but some fractures can be seen

on its surface, demonstrating CuCl2 etching at high temperature (Figures 1C and

1D). The specific surface area increases from 32.96 m2/g to 73.68 m2/g (Figure S2;

Table S2). Further acid activation to some extent destroys the original shape of

the VGCF, and many cracks appear on the surfaces of carbon fibers (Figure 1E). Poly-

merization of aniline occurred in a dispersion of the activated VGCF, during which

the reaction vessel was cooled in an ice bath, and ammonium persulfate (APS) was
2 Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100620, November 17, 2021



Figure 1. Characterization of the PANI-VGCF

(A) XRD patterns (l = 1.54 Å) of pristine VGCF, porous VGCF, activated VGCF, and PANI-VGCF.

(B) Raman spectra (monochromatic laser with an excitation line of 532 nm) of pristine VGCF, porous VGCF, activated VGCF, and PANI-VGCF. -, =, and �
refer to a single bond, a double bond, and a bond intermediate between a single and a double bond, respectively. d, in-plane bending; n, in-plane

stretching.

(C–F) SEM images of pristine VGCF (C), porous VGCF (D), activated VGCF (E) and PANI-VGCF (F).

(G and H) TEM images of PANI-VGCF.

(I) Energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) mapping of PANI-VGCF.
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used as the initiator. As displayed in Figures 1F and 1G, after polymerization, some

nanoparticles grow evenly on the surface of the VGCF, forming an outer layer with a

thickness of around 10 nm. Although the absence of lattice fringes in the transmis-

sion electron microscope (TEM) image indicates its low crystallinity (Figure 1H), we

assign the outer layer to PANI from broad peaks between 10�–25� in the XRD pat-

terns.35 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) reveals introduction of

groups belonging to PANI (Figure S3). Elemental mapping shows uniform distribu-

tion of C, O, and N, which are assigned to the VGCF substrate/PANI, -OH/-COOH

groups, and PANI, respectively (Figure 1I). Raman spectra further prove successful

growth of PANI because new bands appear at 1,161, 1,395, and 1,491 cm�1 for

the PANI-VGCF, which are at the correct frequency for assignment to C-H in-plane

bending, C�N stretching, and C = N stretching relating to quinoid segments,

respectively.36,37

Electrochemistry of Br-redox on the VGCF electrode

For electrochemistry experiments, a three-electrode system was used in which the

active-material loaded carbon rod, a bared carbon rod, and an Ag/AgCl electrode
Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100620, November 17, 2021 3
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were connected as the working electrode, the counter electrode, and the reference

electrode, respectively. A mixture solution of 0.5 M KBr and 0.25 M K2SO4 was used

as the electrolyte, and the pH was tuned to 3 because acidic conditions are known to

suppress side reactions in Br oxidization and favor reversible conversion between

Br� and Br2.
38,39 Figure S4 compares cyclic voltammetry (CV) curves of different ma-

terials within different potential windows. Generally, for the pristine VGCF elec-

trode, the porous VGCF electrode, and the activated VGCF electrode, rectangular

CV curves are observed in the low potential region (<0.8 V), reminiscent of charge

storage in electric double layers (EDLs).40 In the high potential region (>0.8 V),

upon charging, the sharp rise of response current relates to oxidation of Br�, but
no peak current is observed because Br� is in excess in the electrolyte. Upon dis-

charging, the cathodic peaks indicate Br2/ Br3
� reduction. Accordingly, a combined

mechanism functions in those systems; i.e., physical adsorption of ions in the low po-

tential region and Br redox in the high potential region. Among them, the activated

VGCF electrode exhibits the highest response currents, indicating its large surfaces

available to store and to hold more reaction products.
Mechanism of evolution of Br-redox chemistry upon introduction of PANI

PANI coating introduces new redox reactions into this system, signified by a pair of

broad peaks that appear in the middle potential region for the PANI-VGCF elec-

trode (Figure S4D). As displayed in Scheme S1, via electrochemical reactions or

base/acid treatment, PANI interconverts from polyleucoemeraldine (I, reduced

state) to polyemeraldine (II, half reduced-half oxidized state) and polypernigraniline

(III, oxidized state).41,42 Removing electrons from I or adding protons to II produces

protonated polyemeraldine, among which semiquinone radical (SQR) cation (IV, po-

laronic type) and quinoid dication (V, bipolaronic type) coexist. Generally, PANI pro-

vides capacitances upon reversible transformation between the reduced state and

the oxidized state (Scheme S2).43 The anodic and cathodic peaks of the CV of the

PANI-VGCF electrode performed in 1 M H2SO4 (i.e., without the presence of Br

redox; Figure S5) are assigned to protonation and deprotonation of the PANI,

respectively. Therefore, for the PANI-VGCF electrode, EDL capacitance, pseudo-re-

actions of PANI and Br redox contribute to its capacity.

The charge storage mechanism could be elucidated further by the relationship be-

tween the response current (i; mA/g) and the scan rate (v; mV/s) in CV curves,

following the equation i = avb, where the b value is 1 for ideal capacitors and 0.5

for Faradic processes.44 As shown in Figure 2A, CV curves of the PANI-VGCF elec-

trode at various scan rates could be divided into two parts; i.e., the low potential re-

gion (<0.9 V), where PANI redox is the major contributor, and the high potential re-

gion (>0.9 V), where Br redox is the main contributor. For PANI oxidation (anodic

peaks around 0.7 V versus Ag/AgCl), the b value is calculated to be 0.65, indicating

that this process is largely diffusion controlled (inset in Figure 2A). However, for Br

redox, the current of the reduction peak (around 0.9 V versus Ag/AgCl) barely

changes with increasing scan rates, implying that the electrochemical reaction

step rather than the mass-transfer process is rate determining in Br2 reduction. It

is commonly believed that Br redox in aqueous (acidic) solutions involves several

steps:45,46 the anodic process,

Br�sol4Br�ads (Reaction 1A)
Br�ads /Brads + e� (Reaction 1B)
Brads + Br�ads/Br2; sol + e� (Reaction 1C)
4 Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100620, November 17, 2021



Figure 2. Electrochemistry of the PANI-VGCF electrode

(A) CV curves of PANI-VGCF at various scan rates. Inset: the relationship between response currents and scan rates during PANI oxidization (peaks

around 0.7 V versus Ag/AgCl).

(B) Galvanostatic charge-discharge (GCD) curves of PANI-VGCF at different rates. Inset: corresponding discharge capacities.

(C) Divided discharge capacities of PANI-VGCF tested in solution X (0.5 M KBr + 0.25 M K2SO4, pH = 3) and solution Y (1 M H2SO4).

(D) GCD curves at a fixed capacity of 150 mAh/g. Insets: main reactions that happened in stage I (<0.9 V) and stage II (>0.9 V).
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Brads + Brads/Br2; sol ; (Reaction 1D)

or

and the cathodic process,

Br2; sol /Brads +Brads (Reaction 1E)
Br2; sol + e�/Brads +Br�ads (Reaction 1F)

or

Brads + e�/Br�ads (Reaction 1G)
Br�ads4Br�sol ; (Reaction 1H)

where the rate-determining step (rds) varies under different conditions. In the anodic

process, an ion in solution ðBr�solÞ first adsorbs to an active site on the electrode to

form a Br�ads and is oxidized to an adsorbed Br atom ðBradsÞ along with an electron

transfer (Reactions 1A and 1B). In the following formation of a Br2 molecule

ðBr2; solÞ, the Brads reacts with a Br� ion in the solution along with another electron

transfer on the same site (Reaction 1C) or combines with a neighboring Brads (Reac-

tion 1D), depending on the coverage of Br� and Brads. Upon discharge, a Br2 mole-

cule could be reduced to two Br� ions via reversible reactions, but the rds might be
Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100620, November 17, 2021 5
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different; i.e., Reaction 1B is thought to be the rds in the anodic process, and Reac-

tions 1E/1F are regarded as the rds in the cathodic process.

To determine how introduction of PANI affects electrochemical processes, we

compare galvanostatic charge-discharge (GCD) performance for the activated

VGCF electrode and the PANI-VGCF electrode. Because Br� is excessive in the elec-

trolyte, all electrodes were charged to a fixed capacity of 200 mAh/g to avoid severe

overcharge. The activated VGCF electrode displays a long charge plateau and a

sloping discharge plateau, typical for Br� oxidization and Br2 reduction, respectively

(Figure S6A). In stationary Br batteries, because Br� is in excess, Br� ions in the elec-

trolyte could move fast to the electrolyte-electrode interface and compensate

consumed ones. Therefore, the potential difference is constant, and a long plateau

is typical for Br� oxidization. However, for Br2 reduction, the amount of Br2 dimin-

ishes along with discharge, meaning the equilibrium potential changes all the

time. Therefore, the discharge curve is in the shape of a slope rather than a plateau.

It is noteworthy that its capacity increases from 28.5 mAh/g at the current density of

50 mA/g to 44.9, 51.0, 51.0, and 50.1 mAh/g at 100, 200, 500, and 1,000 mA/g,

respectively. The low capacity at 50 mA/g reveals that the activated VGCF fails to

retain the oxidized species on the electrode surface, allowing their migration into

the bulk electrolyte and causing gradual self-discharge. Such an effect is reduced

at high rates because the crossover of charges is kinetically unfavorable within

shorter time frames, leading to the unusual rise in capacity. Upon increasing the cur-

rent density, the charging plateau moves to higher potentials, which, along with the

rightward-shifting anodic peaks in its V versus dV/dQ curves (Figure S6B), reveals

polarization. Because Br� is excessive in the solution, the polarization might be

caused mainly by the sluggish activity of the rds; i.e., Reaction 1B. On the other

hand, the capacity delivered on discharge barely changes when increasing the cur-

rent density from 100 to 1,000 mAh/g, indicating that the capacity of around 50

mAh/g might be the maximum the activated VGCF electrode could deliver. Despite

the stable capacity, its discharge slope moves to lower potentials at higher rates. Ac-

cording to its cathodic V versus dV/dQ curves, the Br2 reduction peak becomes

broader and even splits into two peaks at 1,000 mA/g, which reflects the polarization

and offers proof of multi-step electrochemical reactions. Because the electrode is

overcharged, Br2 accumulates in the near-electrode area, and the first reduction

step of Reactions 1E/1F is not limited by mass transfer. However, for the following

Reaction 1G, its rate is affected by desorption of Br� produced in Reaction 1F;

i.e., it is a diffusion-controlled process. Therefore, upon increasing the current, the

cathodic peak at 0.82 V (versus Ag/AgCl) splits into two peaks, representing Reac-

tions 1E/1F and Reaction 1G, respectively. The second peak moves to lower poten-

tial because of the sluggish mass transfer. Accordingly, Br redox on the activated

VGCF electrode to a great extent follows the mechanisms proposed in Reactions

1A–1H.

For the PANI-VGCF electrode, PANI largely reshapes Br redox chemistry. As shown

in Figure 2B, the PANI-VGCF electrode delivers a capacity of 175 mAh/g at a current

density of 50 mA/g, which is substantially higher than the capacity it shows in sulfuric

acid (66.6 mAh/g at 50 mA/g; Figure S7), indicating that Br�/ Br2 redox couples in

the electrolyte contribute extra capacity to this system. During the charge process,

PANI and Br redox function successively; i.e., oxidization of PANI accounts for the

capacity between 0–0.9 V (61.5 mAh/g) and the following plateau above 0.9 V prob-

ably represents oxidization from Br� ions to Br2 molecules. Such a reaction sequence

is supported by theoretical calculations; i.e., removal of an electron from the

reduced PANI is more energetically favorable than oxidation of Br� (see details in
6 Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100620, November 17, 2021
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Figure S8). Upon discharge, although high capacity is achieved, introduction of PANI

significantly alters the electrochemical performance of Br�/ Br2 couples; i.e., the

voltage declines rapidly to below 0.6 V. In its V versus dV/dQ curves, the cathodic

peak for Reactions 1E/1F disappears (Figure S9). Figure 2C compares divided

discharge capacities in different potential regions of the PANI-VGCF electrode in

H2SO4 solution and Br-containing electrolyte. Of the region above 0.8 V, it shows

the capacity of 5.8 and 0.95 mAh/g in Br-containing electrolyte and H2SO4 solution,

respectively. The increase in capacity reveals that some Br2 molecules are reduced

similar to those on the activated VGCF electrode. However, it only accounts for

3.3% of the total capacity. The most significant increase in capacity is observed at

voltages of less than 0.6 V; (i.e., after the PANI has been partially reduced [<0.6

V]), indicating that the major reduction of Br2 proceeds in parallel with further

PANI reduction.

In acidic solutions, a Br2 molecule usually combines with a Br� ion and exists in the

form of Br�3; sol (Reaction 1I), which adsorbs to the positively charged electrode via

physisorption or electro-adsorption.47 For the PANI-VGCF electrode, positive

charge centers in protonated PANI ðN+
PANIÞ are ideal sites to capture Br�3; sol, result-

ing in stronger interaction between Br�3; sol and N+
PANI (Reaction 1J):48

Br2; sol + Br�sol4Br�3; sol (Reaction 1I)
Br�3; sol + N+
PANI4Br�3; ads �N+

PANI : (Reaction 1J)

At this point, desorption of Br�3 or decoupling of Br�3; ads �N+
PANI needs to overcome

a high energy penalty, causing large electrochemical polarization. Increases in inter-

nal resistance (Re) and charge transfer resistance (Rct) after PANI coating also

contribute to such high overpotentials between charge and discharge curves (Fig-

ure S10). Upon increasing the current density, the capacity decreases to 100.5,

71.8, 56.7, and 55.0 mAh/g at 100, 200, 500, and 1,000 mA/g, respectively. Interest-

ingly, its discharge slope moves upward to higher potentials, indicating that the ef-

fect of PANI on tuning Br redox chemistry is weakened. Because the amount of Br�3
the PANI adsorbs is basically determined by the number of N+

PANI sites, the sluggish

PANI oxidation reaction at high rates leads to increasing Br2 reduction following

traditional pathways. Therefore, the cathodic peak in V versus dV/dQ curves reap-

pears and increases at high rates, which is consistent with the trend depicted in Fig-

ure 2C and Table S3. When charged to a fixed capacity of 150mAh/g at a low current

density of 50 mAh/g, the PANI-VGCF electrode delivers a Coulombic efficiency of

close to 100%, which we assign to reactions of PANI in stage I and Br redox in stage

II (Figure 2D). The PANI-VGCF electrode presents Coulombic efficiencies of higher

than 99% with 6 h relaxation between charge and discharge processes, meaning the

self-discharge is largely suppressed (Figure S11).

Cycling performance of the PANI-VGCF electrode

Upon further cycling, although the PANI-VGCF electrode exhibits good capacity

retention for 50 cycles, the capacity contributed by PANI redox fades gradually (Fig-

ure S12). The shrinking amount of protonated PANI has knockon effects for Br redox

chemistry; its effect on reshaping Br redox chemistry is largely diluted, which ac-

counts for the reappearance of Br2 reduction peaks at around 0.9 V in the cathodic

V versus dV/dQ curves (Figure S13). Gradual depletion of PANI is supported by the

decreasing intensity of Raman bands attributed to PANI and the appearance of

bared surfaces on VGCF, as observed in SEM images (Figures S14 and S15). Notably,

energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) mapping results reveal that C, O, and N no longer

distribute uniformly; i.e., N accumulates in areas with PANI coating (Figure S16).
Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100620, November 17, 2021 7
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Moreover, the cycled sample contains 1.01% Br (atomic fraction), probably resulting

from bromination of PANI. Details about bromination are presented in Scheme S3

and discussed in Note S1. From this perspective, although self-discharge of Br2/

Br�3 is largely mitigated by introducing PANI redox, entangling Br redox into

PANI deteriorates its long-term stability, which should be the subject of further

studies.
Probing structural changes of the PANI-VGCF electrode by operando Raman

spectroscopy

Given that chemical changes are always accompanied by geometric reconstructions,

Raman spectroscopy is sensitive to evolution of PANI structure during redox reac-

tions. Figure S17 displays Raman spectra of the pristine PANI-VGCF electrode and

its various components. It is noteworthy that the red excitation line (785 nm) gives

richer spectra than the green line (532 nm; Figure 1B), probably resulting from the

selective resonant enhancements of benzenoid or quinoid rings.49 Detailed assign-

ments of Raman bands are listed in Table S4 and explained in Note S2.

The proposed mechanism for the PANI-VGCF electrode was probed further using

operando surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) spectroscopy experiments.

To record the full process of PANI redox, the second cycle was chosen for the oper-

ando Raman study (Figures 3A and 3B). The sensitivity of the 785-nm laser to the

resonant effects of quinoid segments (e.g., the bands of C-N-C torsion

[450 cm�1], C-H in-plane bending [1,170 cm�1], C�N stretching [1,300–

1,400 cm�1], and C = N stretching [1,500 cm�1]) allows us to use these bands as in-

dicators for PANI oxidization.50,51 The rise of their intensity upon charging from

0.02 to 0.90 V indicates the increasing amount of quinoid segments (Figure 3C;

Figure S18) during these electrochemical processes. Hence, PANI oxidization con-

tributes to the charge capacity during this process, which is consistent with its estab-

lished electrochemical properties.35 However, upon further charging to above 0.9 V,

the intensity of these bands declines dramatically, revealing that involvement of Br

redox intensively reconstructs the electronic structure of oxidized PANI and that

the conjugating polymer presents more benzenoid features.

For the oxidized PANI, no matter whether it is in in the form of polaron or bipolaron,

counterions or dopants (i.e., Br� in this case) spontaneously transfer to the N+
PANI

sites because of electrostatic adsorption. According to Reaction 1B, the adsorbed

Br�ads will lose an electron to form a Brads atom/radical, which then forms Br2/Br
�
3

and exists as Br�3; ads � N+
PANI. Nevertheless, a stronger interaction means that the

decoupling of Br�3; ads �N+
PANI requires higher energy. Therefore, when discharging,

the voltage drops quickly to below 0.6 V, whereas Raman bands representing

quinoid rings are still ambiguous, indicating that the interaction between PANI

and Br remains. Upon further discharge, quinoid-related Raman bands reappear,

barely decay until 0.08 V, and finally disappear in the fully discharged state at 0.03

V. From this aspect, although Br redox reshapes the electronic structure of oxidized

PANI, the PANI-VGCF electrode undergoes reversible changes because its Raman

spectra are restored by the end of the discharge. To understand how Br redox in-

duces electronic reconstruction on oxidized PANI, we investigated the evolution

of Raman bands relating to C-N-C segments because Br� ions are likely to remain

on the protonated N+
PANI sites, and their oxidization could directly affect the adjacent

C-N-C segments (Figure S19). Figures 3D–3H depict possible evolutions of Br-PANI

interactions along with their Raman spectra at different voltages. The band at around

521 cm�1 could be assigned to C-H wagging and C-N+ = C torsion in quinoid
8 Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100620, November 17, 2021



Figure 3. Operando Raman spectroscopy of the PANI-VGCF electrode

(A) Second GCD curves of the in situ cell.

(B) Operando SERS spectra collected by using the 785-nm laser. Shaded areas highlight stretches of interest: n, in-plane stretching (blue); z, out-of-

plane torsion (green); d. in-plane bending (yellow).

(C) Contour map for Raman bands relating to C-N-C torsion and C-H wagging.

(D–H) Evolution of benzenoid/quinoid segments and their Raman spectra at C-0.02 V (D), C-0.9 V (E), C-0.934 V (F), D-0.48 V (G) and D-0.03 V (H). C and D

refer to charge process and discharge process, respectively. Bands at around 521 and 453 cm�1 could be assigned to C-H out-of-plane wagging and

torsions of C-N-C segments (red parts).
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segments,52,53 whose disappearance in the fully charged state (0.934 V) also proves

that the p-conjugated network is reconstructed significantly during Br redox.

Theoretical structure and Raman evolutions

Density-functional theory (DFT) calculations were carried out to probe the recon-

struction of electronic structures and the Raman changes during (dis)charge (see de-

tails in the Supplemental experimental procedures). As shown in Figures S20A–

S20C, upon oxidization of PANI, the benzene ring distorts asymmetrically and two

adjacent C-C bonds stretch inversely (i.e., one becomes shorter and another be-

comes longer), corresponding to the benzenoid-to-quinoid evolution. Conse-

quently, new Raman bands relating to C-N+�C torsion (z(C-N+�C)SQR), C�N

stretching (n(C�N+)Q), and C-C (n(C-C)Q) stretching vibrations emerge in the theo-

retical Raman spectra (Figure S20D). Such an asymmetrical evolution is enhanced

by Br� adsorption, and the electron cloud condenses further at the short C-C

bond, resulting in increasing Raman signals for z(C-N+ = C)Q and z(C-N+�C)SQR
Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100620, November 17, 2021 9



Figure 4. Theoretical structure and Raman evolutions

(A) Differential charge densities and calculated adsorption energies of PANI(0)-Br�, PANI(1+)-Br�,
PANI(2+)-Br�, PANI(2+)-Br, and PANI(2+)-Br3

�. The charge density isosurfaces are 0.001 e/bohr3

for blue and �0.001 e/bohr3 for yellow.

(B) Theoretical Raman spectra for PANI(0)-Br�, PANI(1+)-Br�, PANI(2+)-Br�, PANI(2+)-Br, and

PANI(2+)-Br3
�. Insets: the distances between Br and PANI in optimized structures.
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(Figure S21). A segment of six hexagonal carbon rings was used as the local structure

to study electron density changes along with ion adsorption (Figure 4A). Upon the

removal of 1 and 2 electrons from the reduced PANI segment (PANI(0)), the distance

between the Br� ion and the protonated nitrogen site on PANI reduces from 2.32(0)

to 2.13(2) and 2.08(0) Å, corresponding to decreasing adsorption energies from

�0.88 to �3.15 and �5.03 eV for PANI(0), PANI(1+), and PANI(2+), respectively.

The differential charge density distribution indicates stronger interactions between

oxidized PANI and Br�/ Br3
� ions, which means that depletion of Br�/ Br3

� ions from

the PANI electrode is more thermodynamically unfavorable. Because the oxidized

PANI has a stronger ability to adsorb Br�/ Br3
� ions, self-discharge is largely sup-

pressed in this system.

Although changing the adsorption ions from Br� to Br3
� or Br5

� induces structural

changes of the oxidized PANI, its theoretical Raman spectra do not present an

obvious quinoid-to-benzenoid transition, contradictory to the experimental results

(Figure S22). From this perspective, the rapid quinoid-to-benzenoid transition trig-

gered by Br redox in operando Raman spectroscopy could not be assigned solely

to the electrostatic adsorption between protonated PANI and counterions. During

Br redox, a Br� ion first becomes a Br atom/radical by losing an electron, which

thereafter bonds to another Br atom/radical to form a Br2 molecule or attacks

the SQR to produce an intermediate, as depicted in Figure 3F (denoted as
10 Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100620, November 17, 2021



Figure 5. Illustrations of reaction mechanisms

(A and B) Schematic evolutions of the electrode-electrolyte interfaces of the VGCF electrode (A)

and the PANI-VGCF electrode (B) upon charging.

(C) Reaction pathways on the PANI-VGCF electrode. Black arrows represent electron transfers.
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PANI(2+)-Br). Consequently, the theoretical Raman band belonging to z(C-N+-C)SQR

largely decreases when Br� is oxidized to a Br atom/radical, which accounts for its

decline in operando Raman spectra (Figure 4B; Figure S22E).
DISCUSSION

Bromine is attractive for high-capacity energy storage devices, but the self-

discharge problem hinders its wide application. As illustrated in Figure 5A, for tradi-

tional electrodes (e.g., VGCF), polybromides produced on the electrode-electrolyte

interfaces gradually diffuse into the bulk electrolyte after removal of external voltage

(E), resulting in low Coulombic efficiencies. To minimize the negative effects of self-

discharge, many prototypes adopt flowing designs where external forces are used to

circulate bromides/polybromides.9,10 However, they are only suitable for applica-

tion scenarios with little concern regarding volumetric energy densities because

flowing electrolytes have to be stored in large tanks. Their properties largely rely

on the selectivity and endurance of ion-exchange membranes, which play pivotal

roles in preventing crossover of bromides/polybromides.24 Generally, in redox

flow batteries, although the self-discharge problem is mitigated in terms of mass
Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100620, November 17, 2021 11
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transfer kinetics, diffusion of polybromides from the electrode-electrolyte interfaces

into the bulk electrolytes continues to be thermodynamically favorable, meaning

that self-discharge is still inevitable in those systems.

Here, to solve this problem, we propose a new strategy of introducing counter-

charged groups to capture polybromides. When using PANI-VGCF as the electrode

material, the oxidized PANI could interact with polybromides after removal of

external voltage, retaining them on the electrode-electrolyte interfaces (Figure 5B).

On the basis of careful investigation, we propose possible reaction pathways in Fig-

ure 5C. Upon charging, the PANI loses electrons and is oxidized in stage I, resulting

in benzenoid-to-quinonoid transformation. Further removing electrons from Br�

ions follows two possible pathways: electrons transfer to the VGCF immediately

(pathway I) or first hop onto the PANI chain (pathway II). Because VGCF is coated

by oxidized PANI, electrons removed from Br� ions are more likely to transfer to

the conductive polymer and induce its reverse quinoid-to-benzenoid transformation

(Figure 5C, dashed box), which is supported by operando Raman spectroscopy re-

sults and theoretical calculations. At present, we still lack knowledge of the exact in-

termediate formed between oxidize PANI and Br radicals, which requires further

work to elucidate. The concept of introducing countercharged groups to retain pol-

ybromides should be applicable to a range of p-type organic electrode materials

whose redox reactions occur between neutral states and positively charged states.54

Given the abundance of organic materials, this tactic could bring new opportunities

for building Br batteries.

We propose an approach to suppress self-discharge in a stationary Br redox system.

For the PANI-VGCF electrode, a high capacity (150 mAh/g) and nearly 100%

Coulombic efficiency were achieved at a low current density (50 mA/g). Mechanistic

studies reveal that the intermediate (Br atom/radical) and Br�3 in Br redox could

interact with the protonated PANI and reconstruct the electronic structure of the

PANI, leading to stronger electrode-electrolyte interactions inhibiting their separa-

tion. This work provides an effective strategy to reduce unfavorable self-discharge

and opens up possibilities for designing efficient electrodes to take advantage of

bromine redox chemistry.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Resource availability

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources should be directed to and will be ful-

filled by the lead contact, Phoebe Allan (P.Allan@bham.ac.uk).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

All data needed to evaluate the conclusions in the paper are present in the paper or

the Supplemental information.

Materials preparation

Pristine VGCF was purchased and used without further treatment (Showa Denko,

Japan). For CuCl2 treatment, pristine VGCF and anhydrous CuCl2 were mixed at a

weight ratio of 10:1, ground in a mortar by hand for 0.5 h, and transferred to a

tube furnace. The mixture was heated up to 900�C (5�C/min) and annealed for

12 h under argon flow. During this process, the CuCl2 reacted with the graphic matrix
12 Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100620, November 17, 2021
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and was partially reduced to Cu metal; defects were supposed to be created on the

surface of the pristine VGCF. The product was washed with 1 M HCl under ultraso-

nication to fully remove residual Cu, rinsed with deionized (DI) water to until the

pH was neutral, collected via vacuum filtration, dried in a vacuum oven overnight

to remove water (120�C, 24 h), and denoted porous VGCF. For acid treatment,

porous VGCF was dispersed in concentrated sulfuric acid (18 M H2SO4) with stirring

for 3 h. The reaction solution was diluted and filtered under a vacuum. The collected

sample was washed thoroughly with DI water, dried in a vacuum oven (120�C, 24 h),

and denoted as activated VGCF. For growth of PANI, activated VGCF and aniline

monomers were dispersed ultrasonically in 1 M HCl and put in an ice bath (0�C–
4�C). Polymerization was triggered by adding APS drop by drop, and the mixed so-

lution was being for 1 h in an ice bath and left in a refrigerator for 24 h (0�C–4�C). The
final product of PANI-VGCF was collected by filtering the solution, washing thor-

oughly with DI water, and drying under a vacuum (80�C, 24 h). See Supplemental

experimental procedures for additional details regarding characterization.

Operando Raman measurements

For operando Raman testing, a specially designed in situ cell was used (Figure S23).

The cell had a platinum plate as the current collector for the working electrode, a

platinum wire as the counter electrode, and the Ag/AgCl reference electrode. In a

real test, one piece of the PANI-VGCF electrode was pressed on the platinum plate,

and a paralleling quartz window was used to cover the electrode and seal the in situ

cell. Because the quartz window is transparent to visible light and Raman inactive,

reliable Raman spectra could be collected in reflection mode. To get high-quality

Raman spectra, gold nanoparticles were dispersed in ethanol and dropped uni-

formly on the surface of the electrode before cell assembly. Because of their effects

on resonance enhancement, SERS spectra were collected successfully. The corre-

sponding electrochemical performance of the in situ cell was recorded using a bat-

tery tester (Nova).

First-principles computational details

The Gaussian 16 package was used to perform all calculations.55 To simplify the

modeling, PANI segments with six hexagonal carbon rings were used to modify

the structures in various oxidized states and local environments. The geometry of

a PANI segment was optimized by the B3LYP functional, and the 6-311G basis set

was adopted for further accuracy improvement. Frequency analyses were done

with the same basic set to confirm the stability of the optimized structures. When

optimization of the geometry was completed, Raman spectra were obtained via

GaussView 6.1. Each Raman band was broadened to a Lorentzian line shape with

a 4 cm–1 line width. Because first-principles calculations were carried out under

the assumption that the PANI segments were isolated, their theoretical Raman

spectra show differences from experimental data in terms of intensity and band

position.

The adsorption energy (Eads) of Br, Br
�, and Br3

� species (denoted Br*) on PANI (0),

PANI (1+), and PANI (2+) segments (denoted PANI*) was calculated by Eads =

EPANI�+Br� � ðEPANI� +EBr�Þ, where EPANI�+Br�, EPANI�, and EBr� are the total energies

of the whole adsorbed system and isolated PANI* and Br* molecules, respectively.

The bonding nature between the PANI* and Br* was investigated by computing the

differential charge density from Dr = rðPANI � +Br � Þ� rðPANI � Þ� rðBr � Þ,
where rðPANI � +Br � Þ, rðPANI � Þ and rðBr � Þ are the total electron charge density

of the adsorbed system and isolated PANI* and Br* molecules, respectively. Yellow

and blue colors represents charge depletion and accumulation, respectively.
Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100620, November 17, 2021 13
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Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.xcrp.

2021.100620.
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